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Online Resources for Learning ASL

- Gallaudet University’s “ASL Connect”, free online ASL course
- ASL That, YouTube channel with ASL lessons, vocab, and Deaf culture
- Fingerspelling Generator, practice with fingerspelling
- Fingerspelling Game, practice with fingerspelling
- Marlee Signs, ASL app created by Deaf actress Marlee Matlin
- Signing Savvy, ASL vocab dictionary
- LifePrint, ASL vocab dictionary and lessons
ASL Classes through MSU & LCC

• Lansing Community College has one of the best ASL programs in the country; interpreting certification program available

• CSD 491 730; online MSU class offered by the Communicative Sciences & Disorders program during the summer, “ASL for future speech language pathologists”
Other Ways to Learn ASL

• Follow Deaf and Hard of Hearing individuals on social media
  • Nyle DiMarco, Chella Man, Marlee Matlin, etc.
• Follow Deaf Facebook groups and news reports
  • Ai-Media, Sign1News, DEAF CAN
• Attend local Deaf Events
  • Deaf Events are a chance for Deaf/HoH people and ASL students to get together and communicate only in ASL